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Message from the Executive Director...
NORMA’s Fisheries Newsletter is back! Kaselehlie, Len Wo, Ran Annim and Mogethin! On behalf of the
Board, management and staff of NORMA, we are proud to once again start
issuing a quarterly newsletter about what’s happening in the FSM in terms of
oceanic fisheries and development. With the establishment of the Fisheries
Economics & Development Division (FED) in NORMA, lead by our Senior
Fisheries Economist Ms. Angelina T. Tretnoff, we hope to bring to you the
latest in what’s happening locally, nationally and regionally that affects
FSM’s fisheries management and development. This is just one part of our
efforts to communicate the work we are doing to sustainably manage the
Eugene Pangelinan
tuna resources within our Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) but also to generExecutive Director
ate maximum economic benefit from its exploitation. We hope that you will
find this First Edition of the NORMA Fisheries Newsletter informational and
useful to understand what’s happening in this space, whether you’re an ordinary citizen, a student, a leader or resident in the community, an NGO, stakeholder or politician. We welcome any feedback from you.
You can also download it from our website at www.norma.fm.
Kalahngan.

National Fisheries Investment Policy sent to
Congress for Consideration
His Excellency David W. Panuelo—President of the Federated States of Micronesia (FSM)—opened the National Fisheries Summit held virtually and in-person
between the FSM national and state governments and key stakeholders over a
two-day period from 30 August-1 September, 2021. The aim of the Summit was
to finalize a draft of the FSM National Oceanic Fisheries Investment Policy that
had been in the making for the last five years. Then on September 16, 2021,
President Panuelo submitted the Policy to the 22nd FSM Congress as he fully
supported the Fisheries Investment Policy and requested Congress to work with
his Administration to begin work of its implementation.
H.E. David W. Panuelo
President, FSM
The policy document aims to align Fisheries Policy to support economic growth
in the FSM. The objective of the policy is to contribute to increased economic
growth and maintain a strong fiscal position of government through a structured approach that maximizes
value of participatory rights (access), underpinned by wealth generated capitalization of FSM’s Party Allowable Efforts (PAEs). The full text of the policy can also be found on the NORMA website.

Did you know?
• Diving Seagull, Inc. (DSI) is the
only domestic partner in the
FSM that is 100% locally
owned by Yap State (see featured photo above of one of
DSI’s vessels)
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PROP Project
On September 30, 2021 we saw the conclusion of
phase 1 of the Pacific Islands Regional Oceanscape
Program (PROP) Project, a partnership between
World Bank and FSM Government in the fisheries
sector that provided a platform to develop policies
and investments to derive greater local benefits
from this sector. PROP Project has thus far provided financing and technical support for fisheries
management in FSM, and main achievements including:

modules in approval stage as a step towards
data warehousing, integration with regional
databases and business intelligence;
-A more transparent Vessel Days Scheme and
use of the scheme for FSM benefits;

• Progress toward harnessing tuna activities in
FSM through:
-A national Competent Authority structure
that is cost recovered with enhanced capacity
as a step towards certification as a recognized
“competent authority” by market country;

• Helping with securing Vessel Day Scheme
(VDS) revenue with:
-A more equipped observer corps and debriefers that receive periodic refresher courses and regional certifications to ensure efficient monitoring of vessels and enforcement
of conservation and management measures
with wellbeing/safety considerations;

-A cadre of inspectors active in the three
transshipment States with some capacity and
currently funded by national government
funds;
-Better public understanding of the fishery
and management work through annual
awareness with World Tuna Day and promotion in all high schools and many elementary
schools; and

-A phased rollout of “e-everything” (monitoring, reporting) ensuring timely and quality
data to monitor and control the activities;

• Enhancing community dialogue and identify-

-An increased participation of NORMA and
national government partners in negotiations
to secure FSM’s share of regional fishery
resource and ensure FSM interests are represented;

Fishing Humor
What did one fish say to the
other fish?
- Keep your mouth shut and
you’ll never get caught!

-The institutional strengthening of oceanic
fisheries management in FSM with a new
NORMA structure that is fit for purpose,
mostly nationally resourced, and guided by a
clear strategic plan, corporate plan, communications strategy and annual workplans.
NORMA is seen more and more as a leader
and influencer in the regional management of
the important tuna fishery;
-A burgeoning national Information Management System (IMS) with some operational

ing priority investments for coastal fisheries
through a) consultations in State centers and
some outer-islands and b) preparation of a
coastal fisheries assessment report that includes priority investment profiles.
It is proposed for FSM to further pursue the collaboration with the World Bank in a phase 2 of PROP
to help further addressing the identified development challenges particularly in light of COVID-19
impacts necessitating a stronger focus on livelihoods diversification and expanding socioeconomic benefits from the fisheries. Implementation of the PROP is led by FSM NORMA for oceanic
fisheries and FSM Department of Resources &
Development for coastal fisheries.

“NORMA is seen more and more as a leader and influencer in the regional
management of the important tuna fishery” -PROP

A Look Back at FSM’s Total Catch (2016-2020)
FIGURE 1: Longline

WCPFC key species caught by
FSM
Based on provisional data as of
April 2020, you can find the
FSM longline fleet’s annual
catch estimates in Figure 1.
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FIGURE 2: Purse Seine

WCPFC key species caught by
FSM (cont. )
In Figure 2, you will find the FSM
purse seine fleet’s annual catch
estimates.

Excerpt from Vital FSMPC Press Statement 6-2021 www.vitalenergy.fm

Trend of International Oil Prices
FSM Petroleum Corporation (Vital) Business Analyst Ms. Sancherina Salle stated, “Our Pricing Team has
been monitoring cost as well as regional and international oil prices, in the hopes that the second and
possibly the third scheduled price increases might be deferred or altogether cancelled. Unfortunately,
prices continue on this upward trend even beyond Pre-COVID-19 levels.”
FSMPC Chief Executive Officer Mr. Jared Morris suggested that there is hope beyond the continuously
upward trend: “The Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) has already advised that
in the coming months and on into early 2022, it plans to gradually resume production of large amounts
of crude oil, which had largely been stalled because of serious drops in demand directly attributed to
the cease in global activity brought on by the pandemic.”
As with other scheduled price movements in the past, CEO Morris advised of the possibility that the
third and final planned increase scheduled for October 2021, may not come into fruition. “We are very
closely monitoring trends in cost, retail prices, and other factors affecting price, and I am hopeful this
September 10 price movement will be the last of the year.”

“Unfortunately, prices continue on this upward trend even beyond Pre-COVID-19
levels.” -Vital Business Analyst Salle
FIGURE 1

Based on data from Vital, in Figure 1, you find a comparison of
the lowest retail prices for one
gallon of gasoline throughout
the Micronesian region including
the FSM, Guam, the Republic of
the Marshall Islands, and the
Republic of Palau, as of September 17, 2021.
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FIGURE 2: Average Prices (November 2020-September 2021)

FSMPC Prices (cont.)
A snapshot of the average
retail prices from the week
of November 16, 2020 to
the week of September 06,
2021 show the upward
trend in Guam (orange) vs
Pohnpei (yellow), in Figure
2.

Tuna Market in 2021
In Figure 1, the monthly
Thai and Yaizu import prices for skipjack prices per
metric ton are displayed.
Note that the Thai import
prices (C&F) are only for
the period of January to
November. In Figure 2, we
have the monthly yellowfin prices from both the
Thai and Yaizu (ex-vessel)
import prices. Additionally, we can only see the
Thai import prices from
January to November of
2021.

Pacific Islands Forum Fisheries Agency (FFA)
Monthly market prices in 2021 were mixed with prices for purse seine caught product generally fluctuating.
Thai imports averaging $1,381/mt from January to November in 2021. In the first six months, Thai imports
prices were generally below $1,400/mt before climbing back to above $1,400/mt for the next five months. In
contrast Yaizu skipjack averaging $1,432/mt over 2021 and do not follow a similar pattern with the Thai import
prices. In December, the Yaizu price increased significantly to $1,655/mt (Figure 1).

FIGURE 1: Skipjack Tuna Prices

Prices for purse seine caught yellowfin were generally stable for Thai imports averaging $1,768 over 2021
(Figure 2). In the first half of the year, Thai import prices averaging $1,661/mt. In the next five months, this
increased to an average price of $1,896/mt. The Yaizu purse seine caught yellowfin prices (ex-vessel) were also
generally stable except when it rose 30% to $2,031/mt in February. A significant increase was seen in August
(29%) and September (39%) before it declined 25% to 2,510/mt in October. Since then, the price remains stable with the price averaging $2,724/mt.

FIGURE 2: Yellowfin Tuna Prices
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The US longline fresh bigeye import price was at its highest at $14,114/mt in January before it declined in
February by 15% to $11,926/mt and a further decline of 16% was seen in April to $10,891 (Figure 3). Since
then, the price remains between $12,000/mt to at least $13,000/mt until to November. In contrast, the
Japan bigeye fresh imports price was low as $10,628/mt in January. It continued to increase to as high as
$14,959/mt in May before it begins to decline in the second half of the year although a slight increase was
seen in October. The bigeye selected ports prices for 2021 were averaging $11,425/mt and $9,456/mt for
fresh and frozen bigeye products respectively. The selected ports price for fresh were fluctuating. In the first
four months, it was generally stable at around $11,000/ before it dropped significantly in May (30%) and
June (22%). In July, the price climbed back to around $11,000/mt and continue to increase to at least
$13,000/mt in October and November before it rose significantly to about 19,000/mt in December, a 44%
increase from the previous month. In contrast, the selected ports price for frozen were stable and on the
upward trend from January to December. It is important to note that the volumes for sashimi grade bigeye
and yellowfin have dropped significantly in 2020 and 2021 largely due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

FIGURE 3: Bigeye Tuna Prices

The chart in Figure 3 are the
Japan and US bigeye prices.
Note that the Japan fresh
import from Oceania are C.I.F.
prices, Japan selected ports
are ex-vessel prices and US
imports are F.A.S. prices. Frozen at selected ports excludes
purse seine caught landings.

“...the volumes for sashimi grade bigeye and yellowfin have dropped significantly
in 2020 and 2021 largely due to the COVID-19 pandemic.” -FFA on Tuna Prices
Adoption of Tropical Tuna Conservation Management
Measure (TT CMM)
1—2 Roll Over
The adoption of the TT CMM is rolled over for 2
years. CMS is also rolled over for 2 years with no
review required for 2022. However priority in
2022 will be given to Harvest Strategy work and
CMS.
2—FADWG
The changes in the TT CMM included the mandatory of Non-entangling FADs to ban the use of
mesh netting as well as setting timeframes for
considerations of requirements for the use of
biodegradable materials in FADs.
3—LL BET catch limit
Most CCMs including PNA+, other FFA, China,
Japan, and to a lesser degree EU, are happy to
live with the existing CMM. Some distant water
fishing nations (DWFNs) including Korea in particular and Taiwan on the other hand, want
moderate increases in LL BET catch limit increase along with high seas purse seine (HS PS)
effort increases – but PNA+ conditioned those
on FAD closure reduction, zone-based management (ZBM) vessel day scheme (VDS) and LL
MCS strengthening. However, there will be no
LL BET catch limit increases until there is
strengthening of LL MCS measures and adoption
of ZBM/LL VDS.

4—FAD Management
There is a shift priority on works on FADs from
the impacts on juvenile bigeye and yellowfin to
broader environmental/ecological impacts.
PNA+ is very well placed for work in this direction with the FAD logsheet/FAD activity data
requirements being implemented from January
2022. The FAD Buoy Registration and Tracking
Program is being implemented in January 2023.

Fishing Humor
What type of music should
you listen to whilst fishing?

5—Harvest Strategy
Skipjack (SKJ) Target Reference Point (TRP). It is
deferred to 2022 to include SPC new analysis
covering TRP below 42% spawning biomass
depletion; new SKJ assessment; effects of increases in SKJ catches in Indonesia and Philippines; and effect of a possible reduction in the
length of the FAD closure.
Bigeye and Yellowfin TRP. Deferred for the need
for a clearer understanding of their implications
including economic implications.
There are 4 major basic principles for PNA+
1.
HS is about improving decision making, not
about reshaping existing arrangement for
CCM’s own benefit;
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Meetings (WCPFC, PNA, FFA)
January
17–21 — International Fisheries Law Course (ANCHORS) Virtual Delivery
19 — Pacific Fisheries Leadership Program (PFLP) Leadership
for Change Cohort 4 introductory workshop
25 — PFLP Mini workshop: Goal Setting and Productivity
26–28 — PFLP L4C Module 1: Approaches to Complex Challenges
27–28 — First Electronic Monitoring Standards, Specification
and Procedures (SSPs) Workshop
February
8–9 — Air Tasking Officer (ATO) workshop
8–9 — Persons of Interest Workshop
10–11 — Niue Treaty Subsidiary Agreement (NTSA) Workshop
14 — 14th Japan Promotion Fund (JPF) Joint Committee
Meeting
15 — FFA Members workshop on the revised Business Plan
15 — PFLP Mini Workshop: Self-management, motivation,
cross-cultural literacy, and online security fundamentals
17–18 — 4th FFA South Pacific Albacore Workshop
22–24 — PFLP L4C module 2: Understanding Barriers
23–25 — 4th Renegotiation of the UST
March
1–4 — 22nd Regional Observer Coordinators workshop
(ROCW22)
7 — 11th Vessel Day Scheme Technical (VDST) and Science
Committee Meeting (SC11)
8 — 3rd Meeting of the PNA Compliance Sub-Committee
(PCC3)
8 — 27th Annual Meeting of the FSM Arrangement (FSMA27)
9 — 27th Annual Meeting of the Palau Arrangement (PA27)
10 — 41st Annual Meeting of the PNA Officials (PNA41)
16–18 — PLFP L4C Module 3: Working with Conflict
17 — 4th Regional Port Monitoring Workshop (RPMW4)
18 — 2nd Catch Documentations & Enhancing Compliance
Workshop (CDECW2)
24–25 — 7th Regional Information Management System
Workshop (RIMS7)
29–31 — 25th MCS Working Group Meeting (MCSWG25)

Adoption of Tropical Tuna Conservation Management Measure (TT CMM)
cont.
2.

3.

4.

Avoidance of the transfer of disproportionate burden,
meaning the Commission cannot adopt a BET HS that would
constrain PS effort of the massive burden on PNA+;
The need for multi-species elements to provide for trade-off
between TRPs, noting that it will likely not be possible to
achieve all TRPs simultaneously;
HS should strengthen and not undermine the rights of resource owners

6—Allocation
As TT CMM will be reviewed again in 2023, there is a clear potential
conflict in WCPFC priorities with substantial work on Allocation and
progress to be maintained on Harvest Strategies.

Update on Electronic Monitoring Program
FSM is steadily moving towards fulfilling its commitment in the Technology for Tuna Transparency (T3) Challenge to implement electronic
monitoring on longline vessels fishing in FSM waters by 2023. NORMA
has been working towards developing a framework for the operation
of the FSM EM program. In doing this several program documentation
including minimum performance standards, protocols and standard
operating procedures have been developed to meet the overall objectives which is to strengthen both scientific data collection and compliance of vessels. The longline fishery has historically been difficult to
monitor and EM now provides an independent source of information
that can be used to validate fishing records provided by captains and
crew.
NORMA is entering into an important phase to foster greater collaboration with a key fishing industry partner on EM. Liancheng Overseas
Fishery Co Ltd also have a keen interest in the use of EM to meet
market requirements and improve sustainability of their fleet and
have developed an onboard EM system and review software. These
will be trialed in 2022 to assess the capacity of meeting national and
regional standards. A major challenge has been the restrictions to
access vessels due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Despite this NORMA
has made considerable progress since 2020 on both technical and
legislative aspects as the foundational elements of an FSM EM program and is on target to be one of first Pacific Island countries to
establish and operate electronic monitoring on its licensed vessels.

April
1 — 25th MCS Working Group Meeting (MCSWG25)
5–8 — PLFP L4C Module 4: Managing Yourself
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NORMA
Our mission at the National Oceanic
Resource Management Authority
(NORMA) is to be an effective guardian and manager of the marine resources in the Exclusive Economic
Zone of the Federated States of
Micronesia for people living today
and for generations of citizens to
come. The Authority works to ensure
that these resources are used in a

sustainable way; obtain the maximum sustainable economic benefits
from the resources; and promote
economic security for the nation
through their use.

Meet the NORMA team...
Our Senior Fisheries Economist, Ms. Angelina T. Tretnoff (Angie), heads one of the newest
Divisions at the Authority—the Fisheries Economics & Development
Division. Along side Angie, is NORMA’s newest team member, the
Assistant Economist Ms. Faniger Poll. The Division provides NORMA
with sound economic analysis and advice for fisheries negotiations,
investment and management decisions.
Angie received her undergraduate and masters degrees from
the University of Guam. Prior to joining NORMA, she was a fulltime business and economics instructor at the College of Micronesia-FSM. She hails from the Island of Stone Money, Yap,
and was raised in beautiful Pohnpei State.

Angelina T. Tretnoff
Senior Fisheries Economist

Angie strives to continue to work closely with the fishing industry, especially the Authority’s
domestic partners to gather the necessary information and data needed for proper economic
analysis and assessments. We ask our domestic partners to provide us with the requested
economic indicators or information that Angie will be reaching out to you for. Should you have
any questions, please email us at info@norma.fm.
Our next issue will feature another NORMA team member, stay tuned…

NORMA
National Oceanic Resource
Management Authority
2nd Floor Ambrose Bldg.
PO Box PS122
Pohnpei, FM 96941
Phone: 691-320-2700/5181
Fax: 691-320-2383
E-mail: info@norma.fm
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